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Theoreti al Material S ien e: exer ise sheet 13

This is a voluntary exer ise for the holidays.

Exer ise 28: Free energy of an Ising ferromagnet
We regard the Hamiltonian of spins in a bb -latti e, where ea h spin has 8 neighbours:
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where J is a positive onstant. Note the dieren e to the Hamiltonian of exer ise 26. This time we
have a minus sign in front of the oupling term, whi h will make a ferromagneti state favourable and
sublatti es needless. Perform the mean eld approximation. Evaluate the partition sum and then show
that the Free Energy F := − β1 ln Z is
F =

N
{βH0 − ln [2 cosh (βBef f )]}
β

with the inverse temperature β = kB1T . Use the same denitions for Bef f and H0 as in exer ise 26.
Show that the riti al temperature is TC = 2N8JkB . Write the Free Energy without external eld as
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Exer ise 29: Landau theory and riti al exponents
Criti al exponents des ribe how physi al quantities behave near a phase transition. Remarkable about
them is that they don't depend on mi ros opi details of the system, but only on universal properties like
dimension an the range of the intera tions. In Landau theory we assume that there exists a fun tional
L depending on the oupling onstants of a given hamiltonian and on the order parameter η , (here:
magnetization). We further assume that the system will hoose the state, where L takes its absolute
minimum with respe t to η. The Landau fun tional approximates the free energy. Expand the result
of exer ise 28 to fourth order in m around m = 0 and to rst order in T around T = TC , keep B0 only
to rst order to identify the onstants in the Landau fun tional:

1
L = atη 2 + bη 4 − B0 η.
2
a and b are phenomenologi al parameters, t =
η an take values between −1/2 and 1/2.

T −TC
TC

(1)

is the redu ed temperature. The magnetization

a) Consider the system without external eld H . Dras sket hes of L(η), where magnetization is
 favoured but without preferred dire tion,
 favoured with preferred dire tion,
 not favoured.
b) Derive equation 1 with respe t to η. Determine the minimum of L(η) in the absen e of the
external eld H . Whi h arrangements of the parameters a, b and t are required to favour/not
favour magnetization?
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) The riti al exponent β des ribes how the magnetization at H = 0 depends on the redu ed
temperature t near t = 0:
η ∼ tβ

around

T = 0.

Show that β = 1/2.
d) The riti al exponents γ and γ ′ des ribe how the magneti sus eptibility χt (H) =
depends on the external eld H :
χt>0 (H) ∼ t−γ
χt<0 (H) ∼ t−γ

′

around

H = 0,

around

H = 0.

∂η(H)
∂H t const.

Show that γ = γ ′ = 1. For this, use the derivative of an inverse fun tion and that the magnetization η at H = 0 is known.
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